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The westemtropicalPacificin thought to be an imposant m e for generatingEl NEO:reRectims at the boundary make it a source region of equatorialKelvin waves. Calclllationsofthe effect of a gappywestem boundary on
the reflection process IS canied cut in the framework of the low-frequencylimit of the shallow-water equations
and thus arc highly idealized. The method is also appliedtoa schematicversion ofthe flow throughthe Indonesian
seas from the westcm Pacific to the Indian Oceans. The results indicate some strong sensitivities to the location
of the gap and to the structure of the hcoming flows. In addition, the results can be quite different, depending
an whether the mal extend of the gap is assumed to be infinite or finite. (More precisely. the latter means that
the extend of the gap is short canpared with the zonal wavelengthof the relevant free waves at that frequency.)
In view of the complexityof the results for even such a simplified model, it will be very difficult to be confident
OE any modeling study of the Indonesianthroughflowshort of a highly resolved numerical Calculation with a detailed repraentPtioaof the geometry and bathymetry. Nonetheless. we offertentative conclusions conœming the
efficiency of the westem Pacific boundary as a reflector. Our results suggest that the realisticboundary will not
greatly alter expectationsbased on a simple solid boundary if the refleaions impottant for El Nfio are primarily
in motion,repnsmtedby low-orderRossby modes. This is also consistent with observationalevidenceindicating
no anomalous thmughflowduring El NGo events.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have ma& heavy use of linear equatorial wave
conceptsto understand the reamace of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)events. For all their complexity, even coupled general
circulation models have been interpreted in terms of linear wave
concepts. The western tropical Pacific is thought to be an important area for generating EI Niño: reflections at the boundary make
it a source region of equatorial Kelvin waves, and it also contains
a large pool of warm water that could be an importantpart of an El
Niño event when advected by unusual eastward flow (see Zebiuk
undCane.[1987]. among others).
White et al. [1985], studying the increase of heat content,
claimed that extratropical Rossby waves generated by anomalous
wind curl, after impinging on the westem Pacific coasts, could generate an equatorialKelvin wave, which in tum would trigger an El
Niño event. However, Hurrìson et al. [1989], in numerical model
experimentsf o r d with different observed windsets, strongly suggest that the 1982 1983EI Niño event was a result of wind forcing in the equatorial wave guide. Graham und White [1988] emphasized anecessary role for offequatorid Rossby waveperturbations in maintaining the oscillatory nature of El Niño cycle. Buftki
[1988,1989] tempers their conclusions, finding that off-equatorial
(poleward of 6" from the equator) Rossby waves could not be involved as a triggering mechanism for an ENS0 event in hi model.
Nonetheless, he also points to the importance of western boundary
reflections for both event initiation and termination,but focuses on
the more equatorially confìnedmodes. Zebiak 119891, studyingheat
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content VariabiIityin the context of a linear,dynamical model, discusses the role of Rossby waves and westem boundary reflections:
some of the equatorial zonal transport near the western boundary
originates at higher latitude in the interior of the basin, owing to
the structure of Rossby wave induced circulation, but the zonal
convergence/divergence at the western boundary near the equator
~.
largely determinesthe reflected Kelvin wave signal.
Whether or not extratropicalinfluences are importantdepends on
how well the western boundary can reflect disturbancesintoequatorial Kelvin waves. In both oceanic and coupled models, reflections
of Rossby waves on the westem boundary are the basic mechanism
to overcome the positive feedback tending to raise sea level at the
east. In most models, the western Pacific boundary is anice smooth
wall, but, in reality, it consistsof irregular island chains. Therefore
it could be a poor wave reflector, allowing Rossby waves to pass
through its many passages.
There have been a few attempts to quantify the flow through the
Indonesian archipelago. All studies agree that a flux exists from
the Pacific to the Indian Ocean, but estimatesof its magnitude vary
over a broad range. Wyrlki[19611deduced a 2 Sv flow in the upper
200 m. calculated from sea level. Murray Md Ari# [19881made
an attempt to directly measure the flow through the Lombok Strait
(between Bali and Lombok islands at 8"27'S). They d e s c r i i a distinct seasonaltransportfrom 1to 4 Sv in northern summer months.
They consider that the Lombok Strait transport represents 20% of
the total transportbetween the Pacific and Indian Oceans (the main
passage would be along Timor Island). On the basis of freshwater
and mass balance, Piola and Gordon I19841have found that a 10to 14-Sv transport through the Indonesian archipelago is required.
Wyrfki[1987] inferred the through flow from the pressure gradient
between the two oceans. He found a c l e a r l ~ d e h e dseasonal cycle, strongest in July - August and weakest in January - February,
in agreement with Murray and Arkf [1988]. However, the interannual variability of the pressure gradient is not clearly linked with
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ENSO recurrences: sea level on both sides of the archipelego is low
during ENSO events. Recently, the westem Pacific has been the
scene of intensive investigations (i.e., the Western Equatorial Pacific Ocean Circulation Study (WEPOCS) experiment; Lindstrom
et al. [1987]. Lukas [1988]has investigated the interannual variability of the Mindanao boundary current (at 6"N). as inferred from
sea level measurements, and has concluded that there is no clear relationship between the flux of the Mindanao current and the strength
of an ENSO signal. This does not support the hypotheses of Whife
er al. [1985]about the role of extraequatorial Rossby wave reflections at the coast of Asia.
Our motivation for this work was to know how efficient the Pacific westem boundary is at generating equatorial Kelvin waves by
the reflection of mass flux incidents at the boundary. How much is
lost in jumping the entrance of the Indonesian archipelago? Does
the irregular, porous western boundary supportthe simpleplanetary
wave reflections which occur in numerical models?
We focus this investigation of the effect of leaky boundaries on
basinwide adjustmentprocesses, rather than on the details of boundary layers in the vicinity of coasts or gaps. Our approach uses extensively the techniques and results of Cane andSuruch& [1976,1977,
19811 (henceforth referred to as CS I, CS II, and CS EI,respectively), and is an extension of Cane and du Pedwut [19821 and du
Penhout et al. [1983].We work within the framework of the linear
shallow-water equations and solve for the asymptotic flows which
result when a source is switched on at t = O and remains steady
thereafter. The results of this canonicalproblem are characteristic
of all low-frequency flows.
We solve in section 2 the problem of Rossby waves impinging
on a coast with a gap. We check the result for an infinitesimally
thin coast against that for a coast of finite width. In section 3, the
effect of a more general incoming flow with a delta function form is
investigated. Section 4 contains acalculationfor the Pacific westem
boundary, and section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

thinning boundary layer trapped to x = O (see CS Il); their group
velocity is so small that even a small amount of fiction prevents
them from Propagating. They are trapped to the westem boundary,
where they form a boundary current. It may be shown (CSJI, p.
404) that at x = O this current has the form # = -¿&'ay, VB =
ax/ax,hs = y ~ where
,
xis a stream function for the boundary layer.
To solve the problem, we use essentially the same techniques in
Cane and du Penhout [1982]and du Penhouf et al. [1983]. Let
(a, A) be the low-frequency incoming Rossby waves. The flow satisfies the geostrophicrelation yû + = O and is orthogonal to the
Kelvin wave:

&

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at x = O, the longitude of
the coast, are
for y > u and

u=o

y <b

(2)

i.e.. at the coasts.
u(O+ = u(O-), h(O+)= h(O-)

for

b <y c u

(3)

i.e.. u and h are continuous across the gap.
At the eastem side of the coast and into the gap, the solution can
be written UE = ~ R y +o í¿-xy,hE = TRyo+íi
where T R ~ Ois
the component of the reflected Kelvin wave. Since (m,hE) satisfy
the geostrophicrelation, and (a. íi)and the Kelvin wave do as well,
hE) in (la)implies that ~ ( y =
) O for b y e a.
substituting (9,
Therefore there is no short Rossby wave disturbanceinside the gap.
Using the first boundary condition. (2a). we have u = ulMe~or
= O at the coast. Then we end up with arelation for the boundary
layer stream function:

+n~),

+

2. ROSSBY WAVE MOTION ON A WESTEKN BOUNDAKY
WIT11 A CAP

In what follows, all variables have been nondimensionalized, using the usual equatorial scaling (e.g., CS I). The fomal problem
considered here is the following: At t = O, a flow comprised of
Rossby waves impinges on a western boundary at x = O. The flow
has the form H(t), a step function in time: it is zero for t < O and
unchanging thereafter. The coast is oriented north - south, extending from
to b and from a to +-, thus presenting a gap of width
d = u-b. We are interested in low-frequency motion for which frequency is small compared to the equatorial scaling frequency, and
seek t!e asymptotic response as f +-.
CS I have shown that for large 1, the asymptotic motions are of
three kinds: (1) Long eastward propagating Kelvin waves. with
zonal velocity u and height h proportional to yo,the zeroth order
Hermite function: yo = RV4
exp(-fy). The large t response is
steady for an H(r) time dependence and is independent of x. (2)
Long Rossby waves, propagating energy westward. Both the equatorial Kelvin wave and the long Rossby waves satisfy the mexidional geostrophic relation

-

ah
yu+-=o
ay
The equatorial Kelvin wave has meridional velocity Y = O and the
long Rossby waves have Y = O. Again, the large t asymptotic form
is independent of t and x. (3)Short Rossby waves (including the
mixed Rossby-gravity wave); the sum of such modes is an ever-

J-

xQ=

J-

l' l'
MY +

l%ody

+C

y >a

(4b)

with C a constant.
Along the coast, x = O, h = TRyo(b)+ h(b) at y = b,, and h =
pWo(b)+ h(b)+ x(b) at y = b-. (Similar formulas hold at y = u.)
Discontinuties in h are thus possible at y = b and y = a. Since west
of the boundary u and h are in geostrophic balance, we must allow
for the possibility of an infinite zonal velocity at y = b and y = u
to balance the jump in h; that is, with 6 denoting the Dirac delta
function,
U

= A66 -a) + B e - b) at y =a,b

We have now the complete solution atx = O+ for all y:

~ = o ,h

= h + ~ y o Q ) + y ( ~ y M y + ~ ~ y~<ybo (5b)
)
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Incoming n=l Rossby wave

TR ITcontinuity yields the result that (4a) is the solution at x = O-, to
the west of the gap.
Using the expression for the boundary layer velocity component
and for the stream function x (i.e.,equatiori (3b) yields

(6)
The boundary current at y = Q is fed by the boundary current
along the north-south coast The former has transport A, while the
laaer has a total transport C at y = Q. Therefore

-

A=<=

1-

(R+FVo)dy

(7)

To get TR.the amplitude of thereflected Kelvin wave, we use the
orthogonality and completeness properties of the eigenfunction of
the shallow-water equations (cf. CS I, CS If,CS DI). First, project
the Kelvin wave onto the solution west of the gap (4a); i.e., use the
definition (lb), noting that west of thegap the integrals extend only
fromy = a to y = b. Next, use (5) and (6) to elimiiateA and E.
Since there is no Kelvin wave west of the gap, the projection onto
(4a) is zero, and we obtain

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2

A

The expressions for TR,A, and B determine the complete d u tion. They are plotted in Figures l a - ICfor the n = 1,2. and 3
Rossby waves for different gap sizes d and different positions of
the gap central latitude, O. = (a+ by2
For the A = 1Rossby mode, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin
wave is sensitive to the position of the gap. If the gap is centered
on the equator (a. = O), the reflected Kelvin wave amplitude is
minimum.For example, TR= 0.45P for 01= O, with T" the value
of the reflected Kelvin wave for a full boundary, and TR= 0.7P if
a* = 1. As dbecomes small, d = a-b = E g 1, then

p,--

SZR

EVoe

+

+O(&) = T- O(&)

A+B=U(E)

All the incident mass flux is returned in the reflected Kelvin wave.
As expected, when the gap is large, nothing is reflected and TR= O.
Plots for the n = 2 and A = 3 Rossby waves show more structure,
since, as n increases, waves are less equatorially trapped and have
a more complex oscillating structure. The n = 2 mode. being antisymmetric about the equator, would generate no Kelvin wave at
a full boundary. Here there is some reflection when the gap is not
centered on the equator.
These results apply to the case of a basin terminated by a narrow
part with a zonally inlïniteextent, as in Figure 2a (a zonally infinite
gap). We now study the case where the gap has a finite width L =
x2 XI (see Figure 2b). The length L is inconsequential as long
as it is small compared to the zonal scale of variation of the flow,

-

Latitude Gap (atb)D
Fig.la. Amplitudeof the reliecced Kelvin wave T and theboundary current
transpoaA aty = u for an inming n = 1 maby wave, for a gap of
infinite zonal extent, as 8 frmctioaof the ktitude of the gap and of
its width. Thu b#nnormrlizeabyT.. (sœtwrt)forn = 1 has been
multiplied by 100.

in which case L can be taken to be infitesmal, as in the work by
Cane unddu Penhoat [1982]. We apply the same method as above,
but now divide the domain in threeregions: the downstream fegion
west of the gap (with indices 1). the inside the gap region (indices
2). and the upstream region (indices 3). At x = XI, the boundary
condition u = O for y > /I and y < b. together with the geostrophic

.
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Incoining n=3 Rossby wave

Incoming n=2 Rossby wave

TR

TRITm

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
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Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
Fig.lb. Same as Figure la, except for n = 2 Rossby wave. A and T have
been multipliedby 100.

Latitude Gap (a+b)/7,
Rg.lc. Same as Figure la. except for n = 3 Rossby wave. T has been
normalized by 1" (see text). A has been multipliedby 100.

(-&n)

Region 3
(a. h) + T3(\VOv vol +
relation (1). leads to h = 0,= constant for y > a and h = Db =
constant for y < b. The total flow for the three regions is then as As before, (û,h)is the Rossby wave i n c o ~ from
g region 3. Integrating the geostrophic relation from y = u+,to y = a- and from bfollows (cf. Figure 2b).
to b+ yields
Region 1
(ul,hl) + [A% -a) +S&y-b),O] b Iy I a
L'a = itz(a) +T Z V O ( ~
U = Q,h = 0,
Y>a
U = 0.h = Db
ycb
There is no Kelvin wave in region
- 1.
For b Iy Ia, u and h must be continous at the longitudes x = q
and x = xz; therefore
Region 2 (UZ, hz) + lA% - a) + SSb - b),01 + TZ(VO,
YO)
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a)

x =xw

b)

Region I

Region III

x=x2

x=x1

FigS. Schematic repescntationof the gap.

in the previous case. It differs
T 3 in this case is equivalentto
because sea level height must be set up at the mast on the other
side, in region 1. Note that T3 agrees with Cane und du Penhoat's
[1982] result for a two island case,one extending from -QO to b and
the other from a to +OO.
Figures 3a -3c show the results for this case with the n = 1,2,3
Rossby modes. In general. this geometxy is'a far less effective reflector than the previous case. Though in some respects it presents
the same kind of pattern as in the former case, striking differences
exist. For example, for a gap centered at the equator, the amplitude
of the reflected Kelvin wave is still minimum compared to an offequatorialgap, but the reflected Kelvin wave is much weaker than
the former case: for the It = 1incoming Rossby mode and d = 1, if
a, = 1. then T3 = 0.3 instead of 0.7 and if a. = O. T 3 = -0.1 instead
of 0.45.
When the gap is small(d -+ O), we might expectthe same answer
as lxfore, i.e., that all the mass flux is reflected into the Kelvin wave.
In fact, for the n = 1 Rossby wave, thii is true only ifla.1 > 2. As
a. moves toward the equator, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin
wave decreases and when the pinhole is situated right on the equator, all the flow just goes through and none is reflected (Figure 4).
We can analyze thii case as follows: as a,b + u. = $(a+ b),

a-b=E<<l:

where v. stands for ~ ( a .and
) h. for Mu.)

As previously. A and B are determined to match the westem
boundary flows at x = a in region 3, which must terminate when
the walls end at y = a and y = b:

T~ I T 10

B=

1

fi f T

f

Incoming n=l R ( J S S ~wave
Y
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I
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'

'

'
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!

'

'

#
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1

3 L v O

Since there is no Kelvin wave in region 1,projectinga Kelvin wave
onto the solution in region 1$el&
0=

+hl)\(rO+Da

l"

\vO

Db

\YO

And therefore the expression for the reflected Kelvin wave amplitude in region 3 is
7'3

=

- [$.+ ~
b

lm
1-

V +O
v0(4

b

0 + vo(b)

a

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
Fig.3a. Same in Fig. la, but for a gap offinite mal extent. DA. the constant height in the westem side of the gap north of o. has been multiplied by 100.
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T3 =

'

2uE;J-,wyrodY

,

Therefore the solution is determid by the values of y,, and
. at the equator and the integrated incident mass flux. For the n = 1
- Rossby wave,
c
Y
M
;
/
=-RO)/
wdwo(0)
-

and we have the ?"expected result that 4the flow goes through the

- delta function gdp and nothing is retumed in the Kelvin wave. All
.

the incoming miss flux is in the boundary currents A + B, and the

.

differs &om the,previousone because the mass flux must escape

-

We can compute the amplitude of the Kelvin wave reflected at
x = q.by notini that there is na, Kelvin wave in region 1. Then.

- height set up on the other side of the gap is equal to &O). This case
- through to set up a constant sea level on the other side.

TZ/ub , $4 = r
b (í
+¿
b i b d y + T d Ib a

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2

Oil

Asa.+O

Fig3b. Same as A p r e Ib. but for a gap of finite zonal extent.

$

-

with a zero width gap. For n odd,the gap is not felt if it is situated
l)']: a~ the incoming mass
outside the tuminglatitude [Y= (ht
flux is then returned in the reflected Kelvin wave andA +B -(e(&).
Forneven (& and h are antisymmetic),with a gap outside the turning
latitudes, the solution is the same as for the full boundary: there is
no reflected Kelvin wave, since with this symmehy there is no net
mass flux into the western boundary.

3. INC:IDENT DELTAFUNCTIONFLOW ON A GAP

Ja

i
II

In this section, we solve the pmblem for cases where all the incident mass is poleward (or equatorward) of the gap. Specifically,
we assume an incoming velocity of delta function form impinging
on the boundary at a latitude s; Le.. Q = -&y
s). Since 4 h must
satisfy the geostrophicrelation, h = -[h,-sHQ-s)], where HO-s)
is the Heaviside step function:

P

B

-

2

U

HQ-S) =1

Y>S

L

HQ-S) =O

S'Y

The condition of no Kelvin wave requires that
Latitude Gap (a+b)/2

Ih l

The solution may be thought as a Green's function and different
forms of the incoming flow can be found from an integral equation
using this Green's function solution. As before, we consider the
two different geometries of Figure 2.
3. I . WesternBorrndory WUh a Zonally I W e Gap (Figure 2a)

The same methods apply and we just plug the form of &,hin the
solutions of section 2. We separate the solution into three cases: (1)
The latitudesof the incoming flow is poleward of the latitude of the
gap: s > Q > O: The amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave is
.

n

i
11

a
-5

$
ma
U

Incoming n=3 Rossby wave
TIt

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
Fig. 3b. (continued)

t T-

D

i
II

71

3

B
"

Therefore if the boundary currentsA tB are not small,the amplitude
of the reflected Kelvin wave at the end of the gap must be large in
order to balance the incoming flux and TZN O(&).
In case of a gap at a. = O:

In Figure 4, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave is plotted
for different incoming Rossby waves as a function of latitude a. Fig&.

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
Same as Figure IC,but for a gap of finite zonal extent

.
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- yo; B=T/-Wody
b

A

A=-l+Tl

(15)

(2) The latitude of the incident flow is within the gap: b c s c a.
A and B are again given by (14) but

+s

( ~ W o ~ ~ - W 0 4 - ~ ~ W 0 ~ J ~ W O 4(16)
) ]

(3) Fors < b < u,the solution is

Latitude Gap (atb)/2

Da
10

" '

I

'

I

'

I

" '

'

I

'

I

'

87-

6

5
4

Latitude Gap (atb)/2

Figure 5 shows the solution for d = 1 as a function of the
latitude of the gap and the latitude of the incoming flow. In Figure
5, the amplitude T. has been normalized by the value of T when the
boundary is a full boundary (i.e.. when d = O). As u -b -+ O, T 3
T, =
WO@]"+O(&).
If the latitude of the flow and the latitude
of the gap are on opposite sides of the equator, most of the incoming
mass flux is reflected in the Kelvin wave. For example, for d = 1,
T N 0.9, if u. < -1 and s > O the flow behaves as if it does not
feel the gap.
If the latitude of the forcing and the latitude of the gap are on
the same side of the equator. the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin
wave decreases. and the flux of the boundary currents increases. A
and B are in oppositedirections and most of the mass flux goes into
the boundary current closer to the incoming flow and has the same
direction.
If the latitude of the incoming flow is between the latitudes of
the gap, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave is reduced compared to cases where it hits the boundary outside of the gap, but
the amplitude is not negligible, with a maximum occurring at the
equator.
In a l l cases, the reflected Kelvin wave is negligible only when s
andaarefarfromtheequator,depend~galsoonthepositionofs
and a. relative to the equator.

[sz

3.2. Finite Longitudinal W i i h Gap (Figure 2b)
As noted in the previous section, the long wave approximation
makes the finite longitudinal width gap equivalent to an infinitesimally thin gap. The solution is obtained by using results of section
2 (see equation 8 and following): (1) s > u > o :

Fig. 3c. (continued)

T = PJZWOdY [s~WodYJ-WodY

-

1
T= P [ W 0 ~ u ~ - W 0 ~ s ~ + s ~ = W
WodY]
0 ~ - u ~ (19)

-

(13)

with

P=2

with
(14)

la~6 1"

/(J;Wo)2-a(.-woy
+ 2voM

+b

a

b

+ 2vdb)

WO.

WO

.

(20)

I
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a

fig.4. -Etude
ofthe d e c t e d Kelvm wave (*100) for n = 1 - 6 Rossby waves for the case of a pinhole-sized gap (d = O) as a fundion
of the gap latitude.

b

m

A = - l + T l yrody;

B=TLyrody

DA = h, + mo(a)- UA

A = B = O, and the sea level on the westem side of the gap is simply
(21) DA = &U) = ha - s and Ds = h(b)= h,. The incoming flow p s e s
through the gap unperturbed.
(3)s < b:
(22)
. -
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of the gap are on opposite sides of the equator. T. (= Tfl-) = 0.9,
A and B are small, as are DA and DB. As u. and s get closer, T.
decreases Cr, 3 O),A + 1andB -+ O, if sisnorth of the equator;
ifs is south, then B + 1andA -+ O).

G m width d=1.0 l'k

This case differs íÏom the former case if the latitude s of the incoming flow is between a and b. There is no reflected Kelvin wave,
A = B = O. and there is a height deviation on the downstream side
of the gap. .IfS and u. are both north of the equator, DA is large and
Ds is small (conversely, DB is large and DAsmall,if s and u. are
both south of equator.)
4. THE WESTERN PACIFICCASE

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2

Latitude Gap (a+b)/2
FigS. Amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave TK and bolmdary current
transportA as a functim of the latitude of the incaning 6mass Aux
and the latitude ofthe gap. For a. gap of widthd = 1 and infinite
zonalcxtent

DB= Tyr&) + bB + h, - s

(27)

The solution is plotted in Figures 6. The behavior is identical to
the previous case,if the latitude of the forcing flow and the latitude

It has been suggested that reflections of Rossby waves on the
western boundary of the Pacific Ocean are intrinsic to the development of ENS0 events. We will try to get some insight from our
theory into reflections at theIndonesian archipelago and the associated flowthrough between the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Pertinent
observations were briefly reviewed in section 1.
We wish to calculate the flow through theIndonesian archipelago
from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. We know from consideration of mass conservations that the mass flux through the Indonesian seas is just the diffaence between the incident flow (Rossby
waves) and the reflected Kelvin wave flow. The partition between
transmitted and reflected mass flux is determined by the way the
pressure gradient adjusts to the geomehy; i.e.. to the pattern of the
height field h. The method we developed in previous sections may
be used to find h and the flowthrough.
To do so. we first must simplify the very complex geometry of
this region. Actually, the assumptions made in our theory mean
that this can be done without changing the results:the assumptions
are certainlyquestionable, but once they are made, certain topological invariances are obtained. Then the flow through the complex
region is the same as that through an equivalent simple geometry.
We will first develop some simplifying rules and apply them to the
. .
Indonesiancase.
Cane and Gent [19841presented a theory for calculating the effect of solid sloping western boundaries on low-frequency wave reflections. The slope of the coast,y, affects the answer, but only
through the combination ya, with w being the (nondimensional)
frequency. As w goes to zero, the effect disappears. McCdpin
[1987] applied their theory to a more realistic representation of the
westem Pacific boundary and found no effect on the gravest meridional and baroclinic modes. (Higher modes were affected for frequencies above the semiannual). Throughout our calculations, we
have made the assumption that the frequency is low enough so that
phase differences with longitude may be ignored. Thus the sloping coast may be replaced by a zig-zagging coastline in the manner so familar in numerical models, and finally by a straight coast,
(namely, Figure 7a). Only the gap matters.
Similarly, while the latitude of the gap is important, the longitude
is not. A gap with its northem side at a longitude and its southern
side at another longitude has the same effect as when both sides
of the gaps are at the same longitude: the three configurations of
Figure 7b give the same reflected wave amplitude at the east and
the same circulation at the west.
We now consider a bay open to the west, as in Figure 7c. At the
interior north-south shoreline, at x = xz, u = O. In this unforced
inviscidsteady problem, it follows that u = O everywhere inside the
bay at x = x3. Hence the bay has no effect
~- it is as if it were filled
in, part of a solid block, as in Figure 7 6
In the same vein, there is no effect from a small island directly
west of a larger one (larger in latitudinal reach, so that the small one
is withii its "shadow"); namely, Figure 7e.
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If the small island is to the east, as in Figure 7f, there is again
no difference from the solid block of Figure 7 4 west of q or east
of q.though the circulation between XI and & is influencedby the
small island.
We finally end up with a simplified geometry, shown in Figure
8b. roughly deduced from the 400-111 isobath in Figure Sa. We separate the basiin geometry into segments between longitudes x- and
xj+1, withj = 1,9. In Figure Sb, u represents the south latitude of the
land masses of Philippines, Borneo,and Asia, while b stands for the
north latitide of New Guinea, Halmahera and Celebes Islands, assuming that there is no significant flow through the Molucca strait
(between latitude b and latitude c). The connection to the Indian

Ocean is through the Straitof Macassar (betweenlatitudeb andlatutude u in Figure 8b). The latitude of the Indonesian Islands (Bali,
Lombock, T i o r . etc.) are between latitudes d and g or e andg. We
also assume that there is no flow through the Arafura Strait. Thus
in the schematized geometry of Figure Sb, segment 9 is a closed
segment.
As noted previously, results for segments5 and 6 are the same as
if the longitude q andxs were the same, and those cases have been
- studied in previous sections.
The segment 9 is closed by a full boundary, and we have ug =
O and hg = H = conrtnnt. (This case is equivalent to the case e
in Figure 7). Using the continuity conditions at longitude xs. the
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boundary longitude between segments 8 and 9, and working back
to the longitude q.we find that there is no buondary current along
the east-west coast at latitude e, and

Thus we now have at the 3 - 4 boundary:
T3y0 + u3 = T6vo +I) +A601- a) + B&.y - b)
T3\v0 + 5 = T6vO+ h
fory > b. and

T7v0+ u1 = O

T3v0

Hence at longitudeq (= x7), intergrating the geostrophicrelation
aty = b and y = c, we end up with

U3 = 0

T3vo + h3 = H = bB + T6vo(b)+ &(b)
for y c b. It follows that at longitude x3 -

bB + b ( b ) + T4v0(b)-H = O

(29)

u2 + T 2 ~ =
0 u3 + T3vo
h2 + T2vo = h3 + T 3 ~ 0

(33)
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Fig. 8. (a) Map of the Pacific western boundary and the" Indonesian seas.

fory > c. and

+l
+la

udr =O

TIL'vody
u2

+ T2\y0 = O

(34)

Using (W),
(31). (34)and (35)leads to

hL + T2Yo = H2 = M e ) + T3vo(e)
TSL'vJy

fory < e.
The last equality follows, since there is no boundary current
along the east-west coast at latitude e.
Roceediig fúrther west to longitudex2:

Tlvo + UI = Tzvo +

+ 0%- d ) =T3vo + u3 +DS0l-d)
T1\yO

+ hl = T3\y0 + h3

(36)

Rdy + A + B + D = O

(37)

Furthermore, we have a relation between the boundary current
transports G and D Cane and du Penhoat [1982]:

(35)

1
d

G+D =

(u2 + T2v0)

with D the boundary current transport along the east-west coast
In view of (33)we conclude
at latitude d.
. G=-D
At the westem boundary within segment 1. the boundary condition that gives the
long wave reflections (CS II) can be
Returning to (36). and using (37)and the relations for A and B
written
like (5)and (6). yields
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+o0

G=T6+/-

yo

dy+/+-i¿dy

(39)

-Ca

- 0 -

L

x r v o ~ ~ - g ~ - \ y o +wo(@
dY
+bS_b_vodYl-l
i.e., the flow through G is the total incident mass flux iì less the
reflected Kelvin wave flux. That is, mass is conserved.
Another condition is needed to find the two unknown G and T6 in
(38). This is obtained from the relations for h, which constrains the
possible pressure gradient to drive the flowthrough. Unlike (37),
this will depend on the latitudinal distribution of the flow. Offshore
of the boundary current G, we know from (31), (33) and (34) that
the height deviation h = H . We assumed that there was no flow
through the Arafura Strait into the Arafura Sea, so the amplitude G
is then determined at the outflow point on the Indian Ocean side.
So far, we have established that south of g, u = O, and h = H , and
north of g. u = O, h = H - gG, using (1).
The condition that there be no Kelvin wave west of g implies

GWob) t H / + - Y o d Y - g G ~ - v o d Y
4

Then we find, using (31), (38) and (39)

=o

(41)

This result can easily be generalized to the case when an incom-

ing Kelvin wave of amplitude K also exists on the Indian Ocean
side: just add K to the right-hand side of (39). The flow south of g
will also change owing to the incoming Kelvin wave flow in these
parts of the basin.
The relation (40) simply indicates that the resulting amplitude of
the reflected Kelvin wave in the Pacific Ocean partis independent of
u, and depends only on the latitude of the Indian and Pacific Ocean
entrancelatitudes, i.e., g and b. This is consistentwith conservation
of mass and with our simplifying rules. However, the presence of a
coastline at y = u induces a boundmy current A along the coast.
For our crude schematization of the westem Pacific, we choose
b = 3O N (representing the Halmahexa and Morotai islands) and
g = 8
'5' S (standing for the latitude of .the Lombok and Timor
(40) Straits). Figure 9 gives the computed amplitude of the reflected
Kelvin wave in the Pacific Ocean for different incoming Rossby
waves. Results are shown for the first three baroclinic modes. For
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symmetric modes (n = 1 and n = 3 in Figure 9), the amplitude
of the reflected Kelvin wave increases with increasing baroclinic
mode number (as the meridional scale decreases). For n = 1 incoming Rossby modes, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave
is over 85% of the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave for a full
boundary. It is weaker for the n = 3 incoming Rossby wave (74%
for the first baroclinic mode), as for such mode the meridional structure is less equatorially trapped. For antisymmetric ( n even) Rossby
modes, thepresenceof agap allows areflected Kelvin waveto exist,
whereas a full boundaq would not. As the baroclinic mode number
increases, the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin wave decreases as
the boundary tends to be more like a full boundary. Therefore as far
as this theory is concerned, the western Pacific boundary acts as a
substantial reflector.

gap relative to the quator. With a gap and an incoming flow on opposite sides of the equator, the flow behaves as if it does not feel the
gap and most of the incoming mass flux is reflected in the Kelvin
wave. With an infinite zonal gap, even if the incoming velocity is
within the gap, there is some reflected Kelvin wave. With a finite
zonal length gap, t h a e is no reflected Kelvin wave and the flow behaves as if it does not feel the gap: there are no boundary currents
and there is only a height deviation on the downstream side of the
gapWeappliedourmethodtoaschematicversionoftheflowthrough
the Indonesian seas from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. We used
rules deduced from our theory to simplify the complex geometry. Numerical experiments suggest that the gravest two symmetric
Rossby modes me important in the westem boundary reflexion in
the scenarioof El Niños [Batfirfi 19881. We found thatn = 1Rossby
waves generate a reflected Kelvin wave with an amplitude of 85%
5 . CONCLUSION
of that which would be generated at a full boundary. For n = 3, it is
In this note, we have calculated the effect of gaps on reflections above 74%.
Clarke [this issue] has carried out a similar calculation of the
at a low-latitude westem boundary. The calculations are carried
out within the framework of the low-frequency limit of the linear effects of the irregular geometry of the Western Pacific. He makes
shallow-water equations and are thus highly idealized The analytic the Same linear, long-wave modeling assumptions as are made here,
techniques are an extension of those used by Cane and du Penhoat and his paper provides some interesting justification for these &cid simplifications. His approach is also built on the work of Cane
[1982] to study the effect of low-latitude islands.
The results. which we found rather surprising in some respects, and du Penhoal[1982]; in fact,he makes more direct and elegant
may be summarized as follows. The amplitude of the reflected use of the island results of the earlier paper than we have done here.
equatorial Kelvin wave is sensitive to the location of the gap and He makes somewhat different simplifications of the complex geomthe structure of the incoming flow. In addition, the results can be etry of the region, but., reassuringly, the results are quite consistent
quite different, depending on whether the zonal extent of the gap is with ours. Nonetheless. confidence in our mutual results must be
assumed to be infinite or finite. More precisely, the latter means that limited by the recognition that both make the same important idethe extent of the gap is short compared with the zonal wavelength of alizations.
In carrying out a calculation as idealized as the one here, one
therelevant free waves. A coastline with a finite zonal length gap is
a less efficient wave reflector than an infinite zonal length gap. The hopes the results will be robust enough so that their possible appliMerence is nonnegligible if the location of the gap is close enough cation to the real world is obvious. We are not c o m e d with the
to the equator (i.e.. within two radii of deformation). For a n = 1 details of the boundary flows, but did hope to deduce some general
Rossby wave, as the gap width gets smaller, the reflected Kelvin rules about the strength of the interior flow, i.e.. the amplitude of the
wave amplitude gets surprisingly small in the case of a finite zonal reflected Kelvin wave. As noted above, our results indicate some
length gap. Ifthe gap widrh goes to zero, there is no reflected Kelvin strong sensitivities to b
o
h
t the position of the gap and to the horiwave; all the in,coming mass flux is in the boundary currents and is zontal structureof the incoming flows. Theseremainedeven though
used to set up the sea level height on theother side of the gap. More we ignored nonlinearities and friction altogether and removed comgenerally, the size of this effect varies with the latitudinal structure plexities one would expect from the highly irregular geometry of the
of the incoming flow, because this influences the height of the sea westem Pacific.
The complexity of the results from even such a simplified model
level setup on the west coasts of the land masses bounding the gap.
In contrast, when the gap is zonally inhite, there is no coast west convinces us that it will be difficult to be confident of any modeling
in the Kelvin wave, * study of the Indonesian flowthrough short of a highly resolved nuof the gap and all the ma.& flux is refi&
merical calculation with a detailed representation of the geometry
as expected
We also solved the problem for the case where the incoming ve- and bathyme€ry. Even then, uncertainties about the control exerlocity is takm as a delta function and the solution may be thought cised by the frictional parameterization will be hard to eliminate.
as a Green's function for a more complicated flow. The solution Nonetheless. we offer a few tentative conclusions concerning the
depends essentially on the latitudes of the incoming flow and of the efficacy of the westem equatorial Pacific "boundary" as a reflector.
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